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lra this paper, we shall study the question of whieh classes of bamds have the stron.- or the 

'~pecll'al amalgamation properties. Let ~ be the variety of bands defined by an identity P = Q. 

Them ~ has the strong amalgamation property if and only if P = Q is a permutat~'on identity 

or heterotyp_ ical ~dentity. Moreover, we shall show that the varieties of Weft, right] regular 

bands and left [right] quasinormal bands have the special amalgamation property. 

S 1. Imtroduction 

A class of algebras ~tf is said to have the strong arnalgamation property if for any 

family of algebras {Ai: i e I} from ~f, each having an algebra U e ~ as a subalgebra, 

there exrst an algebra B in Jnf and monomorphisms ipi: Ai->B, i e I, such that 

(i) ipilU=ipjlU for all i,jel, 
(ii) Aiipi n Ajipj=Uci for all i, j el with i ~j, 

where ipilU denotes the restriction of ,ipi to U. Omitting the condition (ii) gives us the 

definition of the weak alnalgamatjon property. Adding the condition that Ai=Aj 

for all- i, j e I,' to the hypothesis of the definition of the strong amalgamation property 

grves us the definition of the special amalga.mation. property 

Note that in a class of algebras closed under ispmorphisms, the weak and the special 

amalgamation properties together imply the strong amalgamation property. It is 

well-known (see [4]) that in a class of algebras closed under isomorphisms and the 

formation of the union of any ascending chain of algebras, each amalgamation proper-

ty follows from the case in which 111=2. Hence we shall consider in this paper only 

the case 111 =2. 

The classes of algebras for which the strong or the weak amalgamation properties 

rs known to hold are "groups groups with a given operator domain, commutative 

groups, fields, differential fields of characteristic O, partially ordered sets, Iattices, 

Boolean algebras, Iocally finite-dimensional cylindric algebras of a given infinite 

dimension [7], pseudocomplemented distributive lattices ~,,, n ~ 2 or n = co[3], 

semilattices, inverse semigrotips [4] , commutative inverse semigroups [5]". However, 

it is well-known (see [8],' [1j "Section 9.4]) that the class ~of semigroups does not have 
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8 Teruo IMAOKA 
even the weak amalgamation property 

In section 2, we shall add the following classes of bands to the list above : " [left, 

right] normal bands, rectangular bands, Ieft [right] zero semigroups, one element 

senngroups". Moreover, the variety of bands defined by an identity P = Q has the 

strong amalgamation property if and only if P = Q is a permutation identity or a hetro-

typrcal identity. 

In section 3, we shall consider the congruence extension property of [left, right] 

normal bands and give the another proof of the class of [left, right] normal bands to 

have the weak amalgamation property. 

In section 4, we shall show that the classes of [1eft, right] regular bands and left 

[right] quasinormal bands do not have the weak amalgamation property, due to 

T. E. Hall, but they have the special amalgamation ptoperty. 

The notations and terminologies are those of [1] and [12] , unless otherwise stated. 

S 2. Strong amalgamation property 

We shall first show that the class of left normal bands has the strong amalgamation 

property. Let Ll and L2 be left normal bands with a common subband U. Let 
the structure decompositions of L1' L2 and U be L1 ~ Z{L~ : oc e rl}' L2 - ~{L~ : oc e r2} 

and U - ~{U* : oc e A }, respecti vely. We can assume without loss of generality that 

L1 nL2=U, rl nr2=A and L~ nL~=U. for all oceA. Let L=LI UL2 and F 
=(r~l) x F~1))¥{(1, 1)}･ It follows from [6, Corollary 2.2] that 

E {(a, oc, P)eLxr: a eL~ U LP2, ocer~l), per(1)} 

Is the free product of L1 and L2 in the variety of left normal bands, if its product 

is defined by 

(a, oc, P) (b, y, 6) = (a ' e(Qcy), ocV, P6) if a e L~, 

(a ' e(P6), Qey, P6) if a e LP2, 

where e(oc) denotes an element of L~, i = 1, 2. - Hereafter, e(1) means 1. 

We define a relation O on E as follows : 

(2 1) For elements (a, Qc, P), (b, y, 6) of E, define (a, oc, P)eo(b, V, 6) to 

mean that there exist a e A and u e U. such that 

(a, oc, P)=(cl' ~l' nl)(u, a, 1)(c2' ~2' n2) ' 

(b, V, ~)=(cl' ~l' ni)(u, 1, cr)(c2' ~2, n2). 

for some (cl' ~l' nl)' (c2' ~2' n2) eE1 Let e e U 6~1 V c and let e=ei-
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Then of course O is the congruence on E generated by {((u, a9 1), (u, 19 (7)) : u 'e Ua' 

a e A }. Let (a, oc, p)O denote the O-class containing (a, oc, P). Since any homomor-

phic image of a left normal band is also a left normal band, E/e is a left normal band 

In order to show that E/e is the free product of L1 and L2 amalgamating U in the 

variety of left normal bands, we need the following lemma 

LEMMA 2.1. If (a, oc, 1)O(b, p, V), then there exist a e A I and u e Ud Such that 

u 'e(y)eU and a=b(u 'e(y)) (in L1) if b eLP1' 

bueU and a=(bu)'e(P) (in L1) if beL~, 

wh,ere U1 = {1}, e(1)= 1. 

PRooF. Let (a, ce, 1)e(b, p, V)' By the definition (2.1), there exist (xl, 519 81)' 

(x2' 62' e2)""' (xn' ~n' 8n) in E such that (a, oe, 1)=(xl' ~i' 81)' (b, p, y)=(xn' ~n' en) 

and (x' 6. 8')el(xi+1' ~i+1' ei+1) for i=1, 2,..., n-1. 
l' l' l 

We use induction on n. For n = 1, it is obvious that the statement is true. So 

we assume the statement is true for n - I . First we consider when (xn-1' ~n-1' 

en - 1)Oo(xn' 6n' en) ; then there exist er e A and u e U6 such that 

(xnL1, ~n-1' en-1)=(cl' ~l9 nl)(u, a9 1)(c2' ~2' n2)9 

(x 6 8)=(cl' ~l' ni)(u, 19 ei)(c ~ n ) 
2' 2' 2 ' n' n' n 

for some (cl' ~l9 nl)' (c2' ~29 n2) in E1. 

Case 19 xn - 1' xn e L1' Then cl e L1' By the induction hypothesis, there exist 

? e A I and v e U1 such that 

(2.2) v'e(en-1) e U and a=xn-i(v'e(en-i)) (in L1)' 

Then we have 

v ' e(8n) = v ' e(nlan2) = v ' e(nln2) ' u = v ' e(en 1) u e U 

and 

xn(v ' e(e~) = xn(v ' e(en - 1) ' u) 

= cl ' e(~i~2) ' u ' (v ' e(en- 1)) 

(since u, v ' e(en-1) e U1 and L1 is left normal) 

= xn - i(v ' e(en- l)) 

= a. 

Case 119 xn-1eL and x eL2' Then (cl' ~l' nl)=1 and there exrst leAi 
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and v e U1 such that the condition (2.2) is satisfied. Then we have 

xnv = u ' e(an2) ' v = uv ' e(n2) = uv ' e(6n- i) e U, 

and 

(xnv) ' e(~n) = (uv ' e(en- 1)) ' e(~2) 

= u ' e(~2) ' (v ' e(8n - 1)) 

= xn- l(v ' e(en - 1)) 

= a. 

Case 1119 xn-ieL2' Then cleL2' and hence xn e L2' It follows from the 
induction hypothesis that there exist T e A I and v e U? such that 

xn lveU and a ('(n lv) e(~n-1) (in L1)' 

Then we have 

x v c e(nlan2) ' v=cl ' e(nln2) ' uv=(xn-1v)u e U, 

and 

(xnv) ' e(6n) = (xn- Ivu) ' e(~l~2) 

= (xn- Iv)u ' e(~l~2) 

= (xn - Iv) ' e(6n- 1) 

=a. 

Similarly (x ~ 8 ) satisfies the condition of the lemma when (xn - I ' - 8n-1)e~1 ~n i' 
n" n' n 

U c(xn' 5n' en)' Hence we have the lemma 

THEOREM 2.2. We use the notations defin.ed above. Then E/e is the free product 

of Li and L2 amalgamating U, in t/'re variety of left n,orlnal bands. Moreover, the 

structure selnilattice of E/O is isolnorphic to thefree product of Fl and r2 am,a,lgamat-

ing A, in tlle variety of semilattices. 

PROoF. Let ipi: Li->E/e, i = 1, 2, be mappings defined by 

xipl=(x, oc, 1)O if x eL~, 

yc2=(y, 1, p)O if yeLP2' 

It is clear that ipi and ip2 are homomorphisms. Let x and y be elements of L~ and Le , 

respectively, such that xipl=J'ipl. Then (x, oc, 1)e(y, P, 1). By the lemma above, 
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there exist a, T e A 1, u e U. and v e U, such that x = J'u and y = xv. Therefore oc = p 

and x =xy = (.yu)y =J'. Hence c1 is a monomorphism. Similarly ip2 is a monomor-

phism. By the definition ('_.1), it is clear that ipIIU=ip21U 

Next, we shall show that Llipl n L2ip2=Uipl. Let x and J' be elements of L~ 
and L~, respectively, such that xipl=yip2' Then (x, c(, 1)e(y, 1, p). By the lemma 

above and its dual, there exist a, T e A 1, u e U. and v e U* such that 

yLl e U and (yu.)'1=x (in L1)' 

xveU and (xv) ' I =J' (in L2)' 

Then x, y e U and x=y. Thus we have Llipl n L2ip2~Uipi. It rs obvlous Llipl 

n L2ip2~~Uipl. Hence Llipl n L2ip2=Uipl. 

It is clear that 

 = E/e and that E/O together with ipl and c2 is the colimit of Ll and L2 amalgamating U. Hence E/O is the free product of Ll and L2 

amalgamating U, in the variety of left normal bands 

The later part of the theorem is clear. 

COROLLARY 2.3. T/7e ･val'iety of [left, 1'ight] nol'l7'7al bands has the strong ama,1-

galnation property. 

PRooF. Let S1 and S2 be normal bands with a common subband U. It follows 

from [14, Theorem 4] that S1=Llr*lR1(F1)' S2 =L2~

where L1' L2 and U are left normal bands, R1, R2 and U2 are right normal bands and 

F1' F2 and A are semilattices. We can assume without loss of generality that L1 n L2 

= U1' R1 n R2= U2 and rl n F2 = A. By Theorem 2.2 and its dual, thefe exist the free 

product T1' say, of L1 and L2 amalgamating U1 in the variety of left normal bands, 

and the free product T2, say, of R1 and R2 amalgamating U2 in the variety of right nor-

mal bands. Since T1 and T2 have the same structure semilattice ~, say, which is the 

free product of F I and r2 amalgamating A in the variety of semilattices, Iet T1 ~ ~{T~ 

oc e Q} and T2 - ~{ T2" : ce e Q} be the structure decompositions of T1 and T2, respec-

tively. Then it is clear that the spined product Tl!>

and S2 amalgamating U, in the variety of normal bands. Hence the variety of normal 

bands has the strong amalgamation property 

COROLLARY ~-.4. The class of M[L. N, R. N] rnve/ swe selnlgroups llas the strong 

amalgarnation property. 

PRooF. It follows from [13, C.orollary 2 and 3] that an M[L. N, R.N]-inversive 

semigroup rs rsomorphic to the spined product of a commutatrve mverse semigroup 

and a [1eft, right] normal band. By a similar argument to the proof of Corollary 2.3 

we have that the class of M[L. N, R.N]-inversive semigroups has the strong amal-

gamation property. 
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The following example, due to T. E. Hall, shows that the variety of left [right] 

regular bands does not have even the weak amalgamation property 

EXAMPLE Let S {e, f, g h} T {f g h x y} and U {e, f, g} be a left 
regular band, a left normal band and a left zero semigroup, respectively, whose multi-

plications are defined as follows 

Suppose that there exists a semigroup W such that S U T can be embedded in W. Then 

smce W Is associative, 

ex = e( fx) = (ef )x = gx = y, 

ex = e(hx) = (eh)x = hx = x. 

Thus the elements x and y must coincide in W, a contradiction 

THEOREM 2.5. Let ~ be the variety of bands defined by an identity P=Q. 
Then ~ has the strong amalgamation property if and only if P=Q is a permutation 

identity or a heterotypical identity. 

PROOF. Suppose that P = Q is neither a permutation identity nor a heterotypical 

identity. By [2] , ~f contains the set of left regular bands or the set of right regular 

bands. Then the example above implies that ~f does not have the strong amalgamation 

property. 

If P = Q is a permutation identity, it follows from [14, Theorem 10], [5, Coroffary 

l] and Corollary 2.3 that ~~ has the strong amalgamation property. So let P = Q 

be a heterotypical identity. By [1 1 , Theorem 2], ~f is one of the varieties of rectangular 

bands, Ieft zero semigroups, right zero semigroups and one element semigroups. Then 

it is clear Juf has the strong amalgamation property. 

S 3. Congruence extension property 

THEOREM 3.1. Let U be any subband of a normal band E and let e be any con-
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gruence on U. Then O extends to a congruence on E in the following sense: Iet Q 

be the congruence on E generated by O, then O n (U x U)=0. 

PROOF. Put 

O1 ={(acb, adb) eE x E: (c, d) e O, a, b e El} U cE. 

Then Q = Oi = V Oi･ We make the convention that eol = cE. Th~n Q = ~J Oi･ Since 
~= 1 *=0 

6 ~ o n (U x U), it remains to show the following: for n =0, 1, 2,..., and for a, b e U, 

if (a, b) e O1 then (a, b) e e. 

We use induction on n. For n = O, the statement is trivial. So take any integer 

n > O and assume the statement for n - I rs true. Let (a, b) e 6~ n (UX U). Then there 

exist x, y e E such that 

a 61 x O~~1 b, a e~~1 y O1 b. 

Since O I and hence Oi~ I are compatible, we can obtain 

(3.1) a O1 (ax) e~~ I (ab) , 

(3.2) b el (yb) ei~ I (ab) . 
Now we prove the following lemma, before continuing the proof of Theorem 

3.1. 

LEMMA 3 2 For any c e U and d eE, if cOl (cd) then cd e U and cO(cd). 

PROOF. Since it is obvious for c = cd, we assume c ~ cd. Then there exist (x, y) 

e O and u, veE1 such that c=uxv, cd=uyv and (u, v)~(1, 1). 

Casel9 u~1 and v~1 

cd = cccd = c'uxvu yv = cyuxv = cyc e U, 

cd = (cyc) O (cxc) = c. 

Casell9 u~1 and v=1: 

cd = ccd = ux u y = uxy = cy e U, 

cd = (cy) e (cx) = c. 

Case 111 U=1 and v~1: 

cd = cccd = cxv yv = cyxv = cyc e U, 

cd = (cyc) O (cxc) = c. 
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This gives us the lemma 

Putting c = a, d = x in (3.1), we have 

a e (ax) e'll- I (ab) . 

Since ax, ab e U, it follows from the induction hypothesis that 

a O (ax) e (ab) . 

Similarly it follows from (3.2) and the dual of Lemma 3.2 that 

b O (yb) O (ab) . 

Then (a, b) e O, giving the theorem. 

COROLLARY 3.3. Let U be any subband of a left [right] nol'Inal band, and let 

e be any congl'uence on U. Then O extends to a congruence on E in the sense of 

Theorem 3.1. 

From [3, Theorem 4], [6, Corollary 2.3], Theorem 3.1 and Corol.lary 3.3, we have 

the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.4. The val'iety of [left, right] normal bands /7as the weak amal-

gamation propertJ;. 

S 4. Special alnalgamatiom property 

We have seen that the variety of [left, right] regular bands does not have the 

weak amalgamation property. In this section, we shall show, however, that it has the 

special amalgamation property. Let L - ~{La : oc e F} be a left regular band and U 

-~{Ua : oc e A} a subband. We can assume without loss of generality that L~!U, 

F ~ A and La ~ Ua for all oc e A . Let L1 and L2 be left regular bands which are isomor-

phic to L such that L1 n L2 = [], and let vi : L->Li, i = 1, 2, be isomorphisms. Let 

Ui= Uvi. L~ =Lavi and Ue = Upvi for all oc e F, p e A and i= 1, 2. 

Let S be the free product of L1 and L2 in the variety of left regular bands. Here-

after, Iet ai mean "ai rs an element of Ll"' where 1 1 or 2 Define a relation O on S 

as follows : 

a. a. "'ai Oobjlbj2"'bj. if and only if there exist u in U and cklck2 
tl 12 * 

'ckp, dmldm2"'dm m S such that 

a. a. "'ai.=cklck2"'ck (uvi)d d ･･･d 
p ml m2 mq' ll 12 

b . b . ･ ･ ･bj. = ckick2" ckp(uv2)dmldm2" 'dmq' 
Jl J2 

Let O1 =00 U e~1 U c, and let e=0i-
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It follows from [1, Section 1.5] that O is the congruence on S. Then S/e is a left 

regular band 

DEFINITION 4.1. Let a be an element of L. A sequence (xil9 xi2""9 xi~ of 
elements of L1 U L2 is said to have property Pi(a), i=1, 2, if there exist ul, u2,"', 

u v v2, ' vn in Ul such that 
n' 1' "' 

( i ) ul = 1, 

(ii) uj(xljvi~jl)vj e U if ij~i, 
(iu) a = ~ u .(x. vi.1)v .. 

j=1 J tj tJ J 

LEMMA 4.2. (i) If x. x li i2"'xi.=yjyj2"'J'j' (in S) and (xii, xi2""'xi.) h,as 

pl'operty Pi(a) for sollre a in L, then (yjl' yj2" "' yj_.) also has property Pi(a). 

x ) has plopel ty P (a) (ii) If x. x. "'x. elyjlyj2"'yj. (in S) and (x. x. ... . ' ' . ' ll' 12 
then (yjl' yj2" "' yj') also has property Pi(a). 

PROOF. In order to show (i), it is sufficient to prove that if (xil' x. xi., yji' 
12" " ' 

yj2""'yj" xii, xi2""'xi.) has property Pi(a) then (xii, xi2""'xi., yjl' yj2""' yj') 

also has property Pi(a). Let (xii, xi2""9xi., yjl' yj2""'yj" xil' xi2""9xi.) have 

property Pi(a). Then there exist ul, u2," '9 u2r+s' vl' v2" ", v2r+s in Ul such that ul = 1 

and 
( i ) uk(xikvikl)vk9 ur+s+k(xikvikl)vr+s+ke U if ik~t, 

(il) uk(yjkvjkl)vk e U if jk~i, 
2 r+s 

r r+s (lii) a =(rl u (x. vTl)vk) ( n uk(yj vjkl)vk)( H u (x. vrl)vk) . 
k tk lk k lh 'lk k k=i k=r+ 1 k =r+s+ 1 

Let 

ur+s+kvr+s+k if ik=i, 
wk = 

ur+s+k(xikvikl)v if ik~i, r+s+k 

and let v'+s=vr+s( fi wk). Then it is clear that v'+s e U. Since L is a left regular 

k=1 
band, (xil' xi2""' xi., yjl' yj2""' yj') has property Pi(a.) with ul, u2" "' ur+s' vl' v2,"', 

vr+s- 1' vr+s' 

By using (i) and the definition of O1' we can easily prove (ii) 

The following corollary follows immediately from the lemma above 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let a be an elernent of Li, i=1, ~_. If a Oxjlxj2"'x. (in S), 
J. 

then (xjl' x . . . ., xj') has pl'operty Pi(avT1)-
J2' 

THEOREM 4.4. We use the notations defined above. Then S/e is the fl'ee product 

of L1 and L2 amalgalnating U in the variety of left 1'egular bands. Thus the varietJJ 

of left regulal' bands has the special amalgamation property. Moreover, the struc-

ture semilattice of S/O is isomorphic to the fl'ee product r~r, say, of F arn,algalnating 

A in the variety of selnilattices. 
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PROOF. Let ipi: Li->S/O, i = 1, 2, be mappings defined by 

aipi=ae for all a eLi. 

It rs obvious that each ipi, i = I , 2, is a homomorphism. Let a and b be any elements 

of Li satisfying aipi=bipi. Then a0=be. By the corollary above, there exist u and v 

in U1 such that 

a(uv~=b and b(vvi)=a. 

Smce Li is left regular, 

a = b(vvi) = bb(vv~ = ba = bab 

= a(uvi)ab = a(uvi)b = b2 = b, 

and hence ipi is a monomorphism 

By the definition of e, it is obvious that vlipllU=v2ip21U. Let a and b be ele-

ments of Ll and L2, respectively, such that aipl=bc2' Then we have a0=bO. By 
the corollary above, there exist u and v in U1 such that (avli)u e U, (bv~ 1)v e U, bv~ 1 

=(avll)u and avll =(bv)v~ I ･ Then we have avT1 = bv~1 e U, and hence Llipl n L2ip2 

~; Uvlipl. It is obvious Llipl n L2ip2~Uvlipl. Therefore Llipl n L2ip2=Uvlc1 

By the definition of e, it is clear that S/O is the free product of Ll and L2 amalgamat-

ing U in the vanety of left regular bands, and that the structure semilattice of S16 

is isomorphic to r~r 

It follows from [10, Theorem l] and [9, Theorem 2] that a regular band is the 

spined product of a left regular band and a right regular band, and that a left [right] 

quasinormal band is the spined product of a left [right] regular band and a right [1eft] 

normal band. By a similar argument to the proof of Corollary 2.3, we have the fol-

lowing corollary. 

COROLLARY 4.5. The val'ieties of [right] 1'egulal' bands and left [right] quasi-

normal bands have the special amalgamation property. 
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